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Six months since the zombie plague struck, former librarian Roslyn Stewart has been holed up in a

school with eight other survivors. But now the shelves in the school canteen are bare. The stranger

at the gate has supplies that will ensure the group's ongoing survival but at a cost. He wants a

woman. Nick is a man with a plan. He'll treat Roslyn like a queen, devoting the rest of his life to

protecting and providing for her. In exchange, of course, for sexual favors. It's the deal of the

century given the state of the world. But Roslyn doesn't see it that way. The first chance she gets,

she attacks the ex-army man and attempts to escape, forcing Nick to contain her. And so begins his

awkward courtship of the woman, with her chained to the bed for security reasons. Chained like a

dog and forced to spend her every waking moment with a creep, albeit a good-looking one, Ros is

determined to escape. When circumstances force them to band together against a common enemy,

their very survival depends on their ability to learn to trust each other. An uneasy partnership

develops, but can a relationship with such a difficult beginning ever have a future? The hotly

anticipated sequel to Flesh, Skin is set in the same universe with a different set of characters.
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Nick has never apologized for what he has done to survive in a place where a college degree and a

large bank account have no worth but the ability to kill and protect are everything. Now he will do

anything necessary to keep the woman he desires at his side. Chivalry is dead and whether she

comes willingly is not a priority. The decision doesn't sit well with Roslyn, a librarian who is not



impressed with Nicks treatment of her but can't deny the attraction to the one man who can keep

her safe from the undead and the living who wish her just as much harm.Kylie Scott has succeeded

in building a post-apocalyptic world where the structure of society is not what it used to be and the

line between right and wrong has become blurred. Trust must come from instinct and the wrong

decision can cost you your life. This author has written a challenging character in Nick. He will

exchange sex for safety, but won't use force. Not much he does is looked at as honorable, but it

works and while he's arrogant, he's usually right. Roslyn is a smart woman caught up in an

unimaginable world and is understandably conflicted about a man who's willing to risk his life for

her, but will not physically let her go. This well-written plot is intriguing enough to make us all

wonder what we would do in the same situation. The tension between these two is off the charts

sexy and whether you love or hate Nick's past actions, he is definitely the one I would hook up with

during the apocalypse. I lived Flesh, the first in the series and now I'm hooked with Skin. Highly

recommend.

FLESH (BOOK 1 FLESH) by Kylie ScottSKIN (BOOK 2 FLESH) by Kylie Scott*I was gifted a copy

of Flesh by a friend that insisted that I read itFLESH and SKIN by Kylie Scott are two separate

standalone books but can be considered companion novels. I thought about writing two separate

reviews but in the end both reviews would have sounded the same so I thought,

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“What the heck!!!ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• and combined them.You need to know something

about me before we go any further. I DO NOT LIKE, READ or WATCH anything ZOMBIE related. I

mean I have nightmares and I hide my eyes and cry. NO, I DO NOT LIKE OR WATCH THE

WALKING DEAD. So, when I say, I love these books it means I LOVE THEM and yes, I had a

nightmare or two but was so worth it. The only reason that I even picked FLESH up was because it

was gifted to me from a member of KylieÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Fan GroupÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦I LOVED

LICK!!!FLESH and SKIN are not about ZOMBIES but love stories that just happen to happen while

trying to survive a Zombie apocalypse. FLESH has fewer

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“INFECTEDÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• in it than SKIN does but Zombies do make

appearances in both these books. However, the story line and Sexy scenes out weigh all the

moaning and groaning of the infected.In FLESH, we meet Ali, Dan and Finn. Lots of surviving and

lots of sexy time and yes there is a three- way, love triangle and I loved every minute of it. In SKIN,

we meet Nick and Roslyn. Oh, how I love Ros. She is a spit fire and Nick has his hands full.I know it

is silly but I cannot tell you again how much I enjoyed these two books. No, I will not be reading

more Zombie book unless Kylie Scott writes them. I am really not that brave but both of these two



get 5 out of 5 Platypires and I even bought the paperbacks to put on my shelf.TEXAS HUGS and

HAPPY READING!!!

Hands down the best post apocalyptic zombie books out there!!!Second book is best read after the

first for continuity.When food and essentials get scarce at the school Roslyn is holed up in with 8

others they must decide who will be kicked out and given to the stranger that appears and wants

one of the women. Seeing as how Roslyn wont put out for the slimy fellow teacher she manages to

get traded for a truck full of supplies.Nick has everything planned out, he has a place to live and

supplies to live on. He just has to convince Roslyn she got the best of the deal at the school

because she is feeling a lot like she was bought and sold.Skin follows Flesh in the timeline since the

plague started and follows secondary characters from Flesh.I loved that this was as much a love

story as an erotic story as it was an adventure/suspense story. The characters are amazingly well

done and easy to love. The world created here is so believable that you will want to check the news

for spread of the zombie virus.
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